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KAYE, Judge. 
This dispute between textile merchants concerning an alleged oral agreement to sell fabric 

centers on the Amerchant=s exception@ to the Statute of Frauds (UCC 2-201[2]). We conclude that 
annotated purchase order forms signed by the buyer, sent to the seller and retained without 
objection, fall within the merchant=s exception, satisfying the statutory requirement of a writing even 
without the seller=s signature. It was therefore error to dismiss the buyer=s breach of contract action 
on Statute of Frauds grounds, and deny it any opportunity to prove that the alleged agreement had 
indeed been made. 
 

For purposes of this dismissal motion, we accept the facts as stated by plaintiff buyer (Bazak 
International). On April 22, 1987 Karen Fedorko, marketing director of defendant seller (Mast 
Industries), met with Tuvia Feldman, plaintiff=s president, at Feldman=s office. Fedorko offered to 
sell Feldman certain textiles that Mast was closing out, and the two negotiated all the terms of an 
oral agreement except price. At a meeting the following day, Fedorko and Feldman agreed on a price 
of $103,330.  Fedorko told Feldman that Bazak would receive written invoices for the goods the 
next day and that the textiles would be delivered shortly. When no invoices arrived, Feldman 
contacted Fedorko, who assured him that everything was in order and that the invoices were on the 
way. However, on April 30, 1987, Fedorko had Feldman come to the New York City offices of 
Mast=s parent company where, following Fedorko=s instructions, Feldman sent five purchase orders 
by telecopier to Mast=s Massachusetts office. That same day Feldman received written confirmation 
of Mast=s receipt of the orders. Mast made no objection to the terms set forth in the telecopied 
purchase orders, but never delivered the textiles despite Bazak=s demands. 
 

Bazak then filed a complaint alleging breach of contract and fraud, which Mast moved to dismiss 
for failure to state a cause of action, based upon the lack of documentary evidence (CPLR 
3211[a][7]). Mast contended that the only writings alleged in the complaintCthe purchase orders 
sent by Bazak to Mast, and Mast=s confirmation of receipt of the purchase ordersCwere insufficient 
under UCC 2-201 to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. In addition, Mast argued that the complaint did not 
make out a cause of action for fraud, but merely duplicated the contract allegations.  
 

Supreme Court denied the motion to dismiss, but the Appellate Division reversed, 140 A.D.2d 
211, 528 N.Y.S.2d 62, holding that the breach of contract claim was barred by the Statute of Frauds, 
and that the fraud claim merely disguised a flawed breach of contract claim. The focal issue before 
us on Bazak=s appeal from that order is whether the disputed documents qualified as confirmatory 
writings within the Amerchant=s exception@ to the Statute of Frauds (UCC 2-201[2]). We conclude 
that they did, and therefore reverse the Appellate Division order. 
 

At the heart of the dispute are two issues involving the telecopied purchase orders.  First, the 
parties disagree as to the standard for determining whether the purchase orders are confirmatory 
documents: Mast asserts that there is a presumption against application of UCC 2-201(2)Cif the 
memorandum on its face is such that a reasonable merchant could reasonably conclude that it was 
not a confirmation, then the claim is barred as a matter of law by the Statute of Frauds. Bazak, on the 



other hand, argues for a less restrictive standardCthat is, a requirement only that the writings afford 
a belief that the alleged oral contract rests on a real transaction, a requirement Bazak contends that it 
has met. Second, the parties disagree as to the application of the governing standard to this 
complaint. Bazak contends that the purchase orders were sent in confirmation of the agreement 
already reached, and that there is sufficient support for that interpretation in the documents 
themselves; Mast argues that on their face, the purchase orders are no more than offers to enter into 
an agreement, and thus inadequate to satisfy the Statute of Frauds. 
 

As to both issues, we are essentially in agreement with Bazak, and therefore reverse the order 
dismissing its complaint.  
 

Before turning to the two substantive questions, there is a preliminary matter of what evidence 
should be considered in answering them. Although a court ordinarily might take plaintiff=s affidavits 
into account on a dismissal motion (see, e.g., Rovello v. Orofino Realty Co., 40 N.Y.2d 633, 635-
636, 389 N.Y.S.2d 314, 357 N.E.2d 970), different considerations apply where the basis for the 
dismissal motion is a Statute of Frauds defense. Parol evidence, even in affidavit form, is immaterial 
to the threshold issue whether the documents are sufficient on their face to satisfy the Statute of 
Frauds. Consideration of parol evidence in assessing the adequacy of a writing for Statute of Frauds 
purposes would otherwise undermine the very reason for a Statute of Frauds in the first instance. 
That issue must be determined from the documents themselves, as a matter of law (see, Scheck v. 
Francis, 26 N.Y.2d 466, 472, 311 N.Y.S.2d 841, 260 N.E.2d 493).  Accordingly, the trial court erred 
in ruling that the Statute of Frauds issue should be determined as a matter of fact at trial, and to the 
extent that plaintiff=s arguments are based on parol evidence set forth in Bazak=s affidavits, we 
disregard them. 
 

As a further threshold matter, it bears note that this dismissal motion does not resolve the parties= 
underlying dispute. Assuming that the writings are sufficient on their face to surmount the Statute of 
Frauds defense, plaintiff still has the burden of proving the alleged agreement for the sale of the 
textiles (2 Hawkland, Uniform Commercial Code Series '2-201:05, at 26; 1 White & Summers, 
Uniform Commercial Code '2-3, at 78 [3d ed.-Practitioner=s]). The present motion settles only the 
question whether the action can go forward at all; if successful now, plaintiff has yet to establish the 
allegations of its complaint in order for there to be any recovery against defendant. 
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WRITINGS 
 

A total of five printed purchase order forms, all of them on Bazak=s letterhead, were telecopied 
by Feldman to Mast from the offices of Mast=s parent company. The first four are individual orders 
for various quantities of different types of fabric, while the fifth summarizes the orders and states the 
total price. All are dated April 23, 1987Cthe date of the alleged oral contract. On each form, are the 
handwritten words AAs prisented [sic] by Karen Fedorko.@ At the bottom of each form are several 
lines of small type reading: AAll claims must be made within 5 days after receipt of goods. No 
allowances or returns after goods are cut. This is only an offer and not a contract unless accepted in 
writing by the seller, and subject to prior sale.@ Each form concludes with two signature lines, one 
for ABAZAK INTERNATIONAL CORP.@ and one for ACUSTOMERS ACCEPTANCE.@ Each form 
is signed by Bazak, but the space for ACUSTOMERS ACCEPTANCE@ remains blank.  
 



An interoffice memorandum confirms that the purchase orders were telecopied to Mast=s 
Massachusetts office from the premises of Mast=s parent company on April 30, 1987. 
 

THE WRITINGS AS CONFIRMATIONS OF A CONTRACT 
 

The Statute of Frauds remains a vital part of the law of this State. A contract for the sale of goods 
for the price of $500 or more is not enforceable Aunless there is some writing sufficient to indicate 
that a contract for sale has been made between the parties and signed by the party against whom 
enforcement is sought or by his authorized agent or broker.@ (UCC 2-201[1].) That section further 
provides that the only indispensable term in such a writing is quantity. 
 

Undisputedly, the alleged oral contract in this case was for the sale of more than $500 worth of 
goods, and the only writings were not signed by Mast, against whom enforcement is sought. Bazak 
claims, however, that the orders fall under the merchant=s exception to the signature requirement 
contained in UCC 2-201(2): ABetween merchants if within a reasonable time a writing in 
confirmation of the contract and sufficient against the sender is received and the party receiving it 
has reason to know its contents, it satisfies the requirements of subsection (1) against 
such party unless written notice of objection to its contents is given within 10 days after it is 
received.@ Bazak contends that the purchase orders are writings in confirmation of the oral 
agreement reached between Fedorko and Feldman, and that having failed to object to their contents 
Mast cannot now assert the Statute of Frauds defense. 
 

At the outset, we are called upon to define the standard to be applied in determining whether a 
document can be construed as a confirmatory writing under UCC 2-201(2): are explicit words of 
confirmation necessary? Should there be a presumption against application of the section? Relying 
on a New Jersey case, Trilco Term. v. Prebilt Corp., 167 N.J. Super. 449, 400 A.2d 1237, aff=d 
without opn., 174 N.J. Super. 24, 415 A.2d 356, and a subsequent Federal case applying Trilco, 
Norminjil Sportswear Corp. v. TG & Y Stores Co., 644 F. Supp. 1 [S.D.N.Y.], Mast argues that 
confirmatory language is necessary, and that an exacting standard should be imposed. 
 

The cases cited by Mast do stand for the proposition that a writing offered as confirmatory in 
satisfaction of UCC 2-201(2) is insufficient unless it explicitly alerts the recipient to the fact that it is 
intended to confirm a previous agreement. In Trilco (supra), the lower court stated its belief that as a 
policy matter, a more stringent test was appropriate under UCC 2-201(2) than that applied under 
UCC 2-201(1) to determine if a writing was Asufficient to indicate that a contract for sale has been 
made,@ because under the merchant=s exception, a party could be bound by a writing it had not 
signed. The Federal District Court in Norminjil (supra) found this reasoning 
persuasive in what it perceived to be the absence of any New York case law on the point. 
 

We disagree. . . .  
 
UCC 2-201(1) requires that the writing be Asufficient to indicate@ a contract, while UCC 2-

201(2) calls for a writing Ain confirmation of the contract.@ We see no reason for importing a more 
stringent requirement of explicitness to the latter section, and holding merchants engaged in business 
dealings to a higher standard of precision in their word choices. The official comment describes 
UCC 2-201(1) as simply requiring Athat the writing afford a basis for believing that the offered oral 



evidence rests on a real transaction.@ As Karl Llewellyn, a principal drafter of UCC 2-201, explained 
to the New York Law Revision Commission: AWhat the section does . . . is to require some objective 
guaranty, other than word of mouth, that there really has been some deal.@ (1954 Report of N.Y. Law 
Rev. Commn., at 119.) We hold that the same standard applies under UCC 2-201(1) and 2-201(2), 
noting that this conclusion accords with the majority of courts and commentators that have 
considered the issue. . . . 
 

Special merchant rules are sprinkled throughout article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code, 
distinguishing the obligations of business people from others (see, UCC 2-103[1][b]; 2-205, 2-
207[2]; 2-209[2]; 2-312 [3]; 2-314[1]; 2-327[1][c]; 2-402[2]; 2-403[2]; 2-509[3]; 2-603[1]; 2-
605[1][b]; and 2-609[2]). Among the suggested motivations was to state clear, sensible rules better 
adjusted to the reality of what commercial transactions were (or should be), thereby promoting 
predictable, dependable, decent business practices (see, Hillinger, The Article 2 Merchant Rules: 
Karl Llewellyn=s Attempt to Achieve The Good, The True, The Beautiful in Commercial Law, 73 
Geo. L.J. 1141 [1985]). Section 2-201(2) recognized the common practice among merchants, 
particularly small businesses, to enter into oral sales agreements later confirmed in writing by one of 
the parties. Absent such a provision, only the party receiving the confirmatory writing could invoke 
the Statute of Frauds, giving that party the option of enforcing the contract or not depending on how 
advantageous the transaction proved to be. UCC 2-201(2) was intended to address that inequity; it 
encourages the sending of confirmatory writings by removing the unfairness to the sender. (See, 
1954 Report of N.Y. Law Rev. Commn., at 115.) 
 

In imposing a requirement that the writing explicitly state that it is sent in confirmation, the 
understandable concern of the New Jersey court in Trilco was that the effect of UCC 2-201(2) was 
Ato bind a merchant to a writing that he did not sign@ (167 N.J. Super., at 455, 400 A.2d, at 1240, 
supra), and thus to create a new potential unfairness: a merchant might unilaterally create a binding 
contract simply by dispatching unsolicited purchase orders, thus unfairly disadvantaging the 
recipient. Consequently, the court perceived it was necessary to require that the writing contain 
explicit language of confirmation or reference to the prior agreement, so the recipient could know 
that the sender was asserting the existence of a contract, and hence had a Ameaningful opportunity@ 
to exercise the right of objection found in UCC 2-201(2) (id., at 454, 400 A.2d, at 1240). This 
argument is not without merit.  However, in our view it overlooks other protections provided by 
UCC 2-201. 
 

A confirmatory writing does not satisfy the requirements of UCC 2-201(2) unless it is Asufficient 
against the sender.@This alone provides some protection against abuse, for the sending merchant 
itself runs the risk of being held to a contract. Moreover, while we hold that explicit words of 
confirmation are not required, the writing still must satisfy the test articulated in UCC 2-201(1) that 
it be Asufficient to indicate that a contract for sale has been made.@A purchase order, standing alone, 
is unlikely to meet this test. On the other hand, if the writing contains additional evidence that it is 
based upon a prior agreement, then as a policy matter it is not unfair to require the recipient to make 
written objection where there is an intent to disavow it. True, a rule requiring explicit confirmatory 
language or an express reference to the prior agreement could be applied mechanically and would 
afford the broadest possible protection to recipients of unsolicited orders. But that rigidity and 
breadth also could work unnecessary injustice and be unresponsive to the realities of business 
practice, which was a likely motivation for the merchant=s exception in the first instance. Indeed, 



such a rule would reintroduce the very unfairness addressed by the reform, for the sending merchant 
still would be bound by the writing while the recipient could ignore it or enforce it at will (see, 
Comment, The Merchant=s Exception to the Uniform Commercial Code=s Statute of Frauds, 32 
Villanova L. Rev. 133, 165-173 [1987]). 
 

Finally, as additional protection against abuse and inequity, we note that the consequence of a 
failure to give timely written notice of objection to a confirmatory writing is only to remove the bar 
of the Statute of Frauds. The burden of proving that a contract was indeed made remains with the 
plaintiff, as does the burden of proving the terms of the contract. By the same token, the defendant 
remains free to urge that no contract was made, or that it differed from the one claimed by plaintiff 
(UCC 2-201, official comment 3). Thus, UCC 2-201(2) neither binds the receiving merchant to an 
agreement it has not made nor delivers an undeserved triumph to the sending merchant. It does no 
more than permit the sender to proceed with an attempt to prove its allegations. 
 

We therefore conclude that, in determining whether writings are confirmatory documents within 
UCC 2-201(2), neither explicit words of confirmation nor express references to the prior agreement 
are required, and the writings are sufficient so long as they afford a basis for believing that they 
reflect a real transaction between the parties. 
 

It remains for us to apply this standard to the facts and determine whether the documents in issue 
satisfy the requirements of UCC 2-201(2). 
 

Of the various requirements of UCC 2-201(2), four are not in controversy. There is no dispute 
that both parties are merchants, that the writing was sent within a reasonable time after the alleged 
agreement, that it was received by someone with reason to know of its contents, and that no written 
objection was made. If the writings can be construed as confirming the alleged oral agreement, they 
are sufficient under UCC 2-201(1) against BazakCthe senderCsince Bazak signed them. Thus, the 
open question is whether, applying the governing standard, the documents here were sufficient to 
indicate the existence of a prior agreement. 
 

Cases considering whether writings containing the words Aorder@ or Apurchase order@ could 
satisfy the Aconfirmatory@ requirement of UCC 2-201(2) fall into two categories. In some, the 
writings on their face contemplated only a future agreement, and they were held insufficient to 
overcome the Statute of Frauds defense (see, e.g., Arcuri v. Weiss, 198 Pa. Super. 506, 184 A.2d 
24); in others, there was language clearly indicating that a contract had already been made, and the 
writings were deemed sufficient (see, e.g., Dura-Wood Treating Co. v. Century Forest Indus., 
675 F.2d 745, supra; Perdue Farms v. Motts, Inc., 459 F. Supp. 7, supra). The writings here do not fit 
neatly into either group. However, taken as a whole, there is sufficient evidence that the writings rest 
on a real transaction, and therefore satisfy the Statute of Frauds. 
 

We first address Mast=s contentionCapparently decisive in the Appellate DivisionC that the 
small print at the foot of the forms to the effect that they are AONLY AN OFFER AND NOT A 
CONTRACT UNLESS ACCEPTED IN WRITING BY THE SELLER@ must be given literal effect 
and precludes the possibility that the writings were confirmatory of an agreement. While an express 
disclaimer generally would suffice to disqualify a memorandum as confirmatory of an oral 
agreement (see, 1 White & Summers, op. cit., '2-4, at 85), it is plain from the face of these 



documents that the printed matter was entirely irrelevant to the dealings between these parties.  The 
forms themselves bespeak their purpose: to record a sale by Bazak as seller, not a purchase by Bazak 
as buyer. The language regarding claims, allowances and returns are clearly all referable to a 
transaction in which Bazak was the seller, as is the signature line for Bazak. Read literally, these 
forms would not even have allowed for Mast=s signature; the line for ACUSTOMERS 
ACCEPTANCE@ is obviously inapplicableC Bazak, not Mast, was the customer. In short, though 
Mast is free to argue at trial that different inferences should be drawn, the forms indicate that Bazak 
simply used its seller=s documents to record its confirmation of the alleged contract, and that the 
small print at the bottom of the page was no part of that communication. 
 

The handwritten notations on the purchase order forms provide a basis for believing that the 
documents were in furtherance of a previous agreement. The terms set forth are highly specific; 
precise quantities, descriptions, prices per unit and payment terms are stated. The documents refer to 
an earlier presentation by defendant=s agent Karen Fedorko. The date April 23, 1987 is written on the 
forms and the date April 30 on the transmission, indicating reference to a transaction that took place 
a week before they were sent. Finally, Mast itself relayed Bazak=s forms. The telecopier transmittal 
sheet shows that the forms were sent to Mast by defendant=s own parent company in New York, 
using its facilitiesCobviously suggesting that the forms were not merely unsolicited purchase orders 
from Bazak, but that their content reflected an agreement that had been reached between the parties.  
 

While no one of these factors would be sufficient under UCC 2-201(2), considered together they 
adequately indicate confirmation of a preexisting agreement so as to permit Bazak to go forward and 
prove its allegations.  
 

Finally on this issue, addressing the dissent, it is apparent that a philosophical difference divides 
the court. The plain implication of the dissent is that express confirmatory language is needed 
because Aambiguous@ confirmatory writings unfairly burden receiving merchants. The majority, by 
contrast, perceives that the Code intended to place such a burden on the receiving merchant because 
there is less unfairness in requiring it to disavow than in denying the sending merchant who has 
failed to use any magic words an opportunity to prove the existence of a contract.  A merchant bent 
on fraud, of course, can easily send documents containing express confirmation of a nonexistent oral 
contract, so it is difficult to see how our reading of the statute Aweakens@ its protection against fraud 
(dissenting opn., at 131, at 513 of 538 N.Y.S.2d, at 643 of 535 N.E.2d). The protection consists of 
requiring a writing that provides a basis for belief that it rests on a real transactionCno more, no less. 
If the writing is sufficient to indicate the existence of a contract, it is also sufficient at the pleading 
stage to support an inference that the receiving merchant knew full well what it was. 
 

PLAINTIFF=S FRAUD CAUSE OF ACTION 
 

Having thus resolved the motion to dismiss the breach of contract claim, little need be added 
regarding plaintiff=s fraud claim. Assuming every fact alleged by plaintiff to be true, and liberally 
construing the pleading in plaintiff=s favor, we conclude both that there was sufficient specificity to 
satisfy CPLR 3016 and that the fraud alleged is not simply a duplication of the breach of contract 
claim, as defendant urges. Viewed from the perspective of a dismissal motion, the fraud count may 
be read to assert that defendant=s persistent promises to send invoices induced plaintiff to undertake 
an obligation to a third person for which it now stands responsible. In a fraud case, where it has long 



been recognized that A>the circumstances constituting a fraud . . . are peculiarly within the knowledge 
of the party against whom the (fraud) is being asserted=@ . . . , that is plainly sufficient to survive a 
motion to dismiss. 
 

Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should be reversed, with costs, and defendant=s 
motion to dismiss the complaint denied. 
 

ALEXANDER, Judge, dissenting. 
 

In my view, the purchase orders at issue here, which describe themselves as offers and do not 
otherwise indicate the existence of a completed agreement are not Asufficient against the sender@ 
(UCC 2-201[2]) because they fail to Aindicate that a contract for sale has been made between the 
parties@ (UCC 2-201[1]). Consequently they are not confirmatory memoranda sufficient to satisfy 
the Statute of Frauds and plaintiff=s contract cause of action was properly dismissed. Furthermore, 
plaintiff has failed to plead facts sufficiently independent of its contract claim to sustain its second 
cause of action for fraud. Thus, contrary to the view taken by the majority, I would affirm the order 
of the Appellate Division dismissing the complaint.  Accordingly, I dissent. 
 

. . . In my view, however, it is unnecessary to reach the question of whether UCC 2-201(2) 
requires that writings Ain confirmation of the contract@ contain express confirmatory language 
because Bazak=s purchase orders do not satisfy UCC 2-201(1). As the only proper inference to be 
drawn from the plain language of the purchase orders is that they are offers, the majority=s 
determination that they evidence a completed contract is nothing more than speculation. These 
purchase orders expressly state that they are offers, and even if this plain language can be  
disregarded, the remaining language of the orders is ambiguous at best. By holding that the 
requirements of UCC 2-201 are satisfied by these writings, the majority undermines the very 
protections the statute was intended to afford. 
 

UCC 2-201(1) bars actions to enforce alleged oral agreements for the sale of goods worth $500 
or more unless the agreement is evidenced by a writing signed by the person against whom 
enforcement is sought. While UCC 2-201 was intended to eliminate some of the rigidity of the 
former Statute of Frauds, subdivision (1)=s requirement that the writing be Asufficient to indicate that 
a contract for sale has been made between the parties@ is the statute=s primary safeguard against 
fraudulent commercial practices (Howard Constr. Co. v. Jeff-Cole Quarries, 669 S.W.2d 221 [Mo. 
App.]). The merchant=s exception of UCC 2-201(2) does not in any way diminish 
this safeguard, rather, it permits a writing to satisfy the statute even though it is not signed by the 
merchant against whom it is to be enforced.  
 

The official comment explains that a writing sufficiently Aindicate[s] that a contract for sale has 
been made@ (UCC 2-201[1]) when it Aafford[s] a basis for believing that the offered oral evidence 
rests on a real transaction@ (UCC 2-201, official comment 1). While the majority correctly articulates 
this standard, it misapplies this standard by holding that these writings, which are at best ambiguous, 
satisfy the statute. 
 

Even a most liberal construction of UCC 2-201(1) requires at least that the writing indicate that 
the existence of a contract is more probable than not (see, 1 White & Summers, op. cit., '2-4, at 84-



85; see also, Comment, The Merchant=s Exception to the Uniform Commercial Code=s Statute of 
Frauds, 32 Villanova L. Rev. 133, 173).  This construction serves the statute=s purpose of preventing 
fraud without unduly burdening commercial transactions . . . and comports with the operation of the 
merchant=s exception of UCC 2-201(2). That subsection denies the Statute of 
Frauds defense to only those merchants who Aunreasonably [fail] to reply to a letter of confirmation@ 
(Hawkland, Sales and Bulk Sales Under the Uniform Commercial Code, at 28-29). Significantly, 
UCC 2-201(2) binds the receiving merchant only when it Ahas reason to know of [the] contents@ of 
the writing, indicating that the contents of the writing must at least put the receiving merchant on 
notice that the sender believes that a contract was made. Thus, to satisfy UCC 2-201(1) and therefore 
be Asufficient against the sender@ (UCC 2-201[2]), the writing must at least allow for the reasonable 
inference that a contract was made and therefore that the 
writing rests on a real transaction. . . . 
 

Writings containing express language indicating a contract obviously satisfy UCC 2-201(1). . . . 
It is well established, however, that writings which evidence only preliminary negotiations do not 
sufficiently indicate that a contract for sale has been made. . . . Thus a writing is insufficient if it 
contains express language indicating only an intention to enter a contract (see, e.g., Bennett & Co. v. 
Economy Mechanical Indus., 606 F.2d, at 185, supra A>we also offer for your consideration=@]; Arcuri 
v. Weiss, 184 A.2d, at 25, supra [A>tentative deposit on tentative purchase=@]; Wickersham Engg. & 
Constr. v. Arbutus Steel Co., 1 UCC Reporting Serv. 49, 50 [A>(i)t is our intention to award you a 
contract=@]). Such express language plainly negates any 
inference that a contract was made. 
 

Moreover, ambiguous writings do not satisfy the statute. In Howard Constr. Co. v. Jeff-Cole 
Quarries, 669 S.W.2d, at 227-228, supra, for example, the court found insufficient a signed proposal 
which listed only specific quantities and prices because the proposal did not reasonably allow for the 
inference that a contract for sale had been made.1   By contrast, in M.K. Metals v. Container 
Recovery Corp., 645 F.2d 583, 591, a purchaser=s purchase order listing quantities and prices 
without any express language of agreement was sufficient to indicate that a contract had been made. 
The court in that case reasoned that because the writing also specifically listed terms 
Ageared toward the satisfaction of the seller@ the writing Areflect[ed] prior dealings@ (id.). Thus the 
terms of the writing itself supported the reasonable inference that a contract had been made. 
 

Here, the majority=s conclusion that there is sufficient evidence that Bazak=s purchase orders 
evidence a completed contract is refuted by the writings themselves.  As indicated earlier, the 
writings are at best ambiguous, allowing for equally probable inferences that the parties either 
engaged only in negotiations or entered a contract. They do not demonstrate that the existence of a 
contract is more probable than not (1 White & Summers, op. cit., '2-4, at 84-85) and therefore 

                                                 
1Although one court has held that a mere price list satisfies UCC 2-201(1) (Southwest 

Engg. Co. v. Martin Tractor Co., 205 Kan. 684, 473 P.2d 18), that decision has been criticized as 
substantially weakening the protections of the Statute of Frauds by determining that the statute is 
satisfied by evidence of mere negotiations (see, Recent Cases, Uniform Commercial Code, 84 
Harv. L. Rev. 1737, 1738-1739; Howard Constr. Co. v. Jeff-Cole Quarries, 669 S.W.2d 221, 228 
[Mo. App.]). 



cannot satisfy the statute. Indeed, in view of this manifest ambiguity, a finding that these purchase 
orders Aindicate that a contract for sale has been made@ would require resort to the extraneous 
evidence of the practices and intentions of the parties offered by Bazak. Consideration of such 
evidence outside the terms of the documents themselves, however, is clearly precluded by the 
Statute of Frauds (UCC 2-201). 
 

The purchase orders, by their own terms, are only offers. Each form states ATHIS IN [sic] ONLY 
AN OFFER AND NOT A CONTRACT UNLESS ACCEPTED IN WRITING BY THE SELLER.@ 
The plain import of this language, in this action where defendant was a seller, was that defendant 
would not be bound unless it signed the form. The majority attempts to avoid the import of this plain 
language, urging that it should be disregarded because this printed statement is on a form plaintiff 
usually used when acting as a seller and thus is meaningless in this alleged transaction where 
plaintiff was acting as a buyer (majority opn., at 123-124, at 508 of 538 N.Y.S.2d, at 638 of 535 
N.E.2d). Significantly, plaintiff, who prepared the documents, never indicated on any of the forms 
that this disclaimer should be disregarded and, fully aware of the existence of the disclaimer, signed 
each form on the line provided beneath it. Moreover, the fact that plaintiff usually used these forms 
in its capacity as a seller is not properly considered in evaluating the sufficiency of the documents on 
their face (Scheck v. Francis, 26 N.Y.2d 466, 472, 311 N.Y.S.2d 493, 260 N.E.2d 493). 
 

Even if the Aoffer@ language properly could be disregarded, the purchase orders nevertheless are 
ambiguous and therefore insufficient to Aindicate that a contract for sale has been made@ (UCC 2-
201[1]). Four of the purchase orders merely list quantities of goods and prices, with the additional 
notation Aas prisented [sic] by Karen Fedorko.@ This reference to a presentation by defendant=s 
employee is simply thatCthere is no indication that an agreement was reached at that presentation.  
Additionally, the list of goods and prices, as well as the totals contained in the fifth purchase order 
similarly provide no basis for inferring that a contract was made before the orders were drafted. 
They do not list delivery terms or other special requirements of the seller which might indicate that 
an agreement had been reached (cf., M.K. Metals v. Container Recovery Corp., 645 F.2d 583, 
supra). The fact that the purchase orders were transmitted from defendant=s home office, while 
possibly unusual, sheds no light on whether the parties had reached an agreement. Thus, nothing in 
the purchase orders reasonably leads to the conclusion that the existence of a completed contract is 
more probable than not. 
 

Finally, the majority=s holding that these purchase orders satisfy UCC 2-201(1) and (2) 
substantially weakens the statute=s protection against fraud. To assert the Statute of Frauds defense, 
merchants will be required to promptly respond to writings which provide no notice that the sender 
believes that they have a contract and which may in fact indicate to the contrary: that the sender has 
submitted an offer. 
 

Such a rule unfairly burdens the receiving merchants and effectively negates the very purpose 
and intent of UCC 2-201(2): to put both the sending merchant and the receiving merchant on equal 
footing. 
 

III 
 

Plaintiff also contends that it has sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for fraud.  The majority 



agrees, reasoning that plaintiff suffered damages because defendant=s promises to send invoices 
induced it to undertake an obligation to a third party (majority opn., at 125, at 509 of 538 N.Y.S.2d, 
at 639 of 535 N.E.2d). Although damages resulting from a defendant=s conduct are indeed elements 
of fraud, plaintiff has failed to sufficiently plead the requisite scienter (see, Channel Master Corp. v. 
Aluminium Ltd. Sales, 4 N.Y.2d 403, 406-407, 176 N.Y.S.2d 259, 151 N.E.2d 833). The complaint 
baldly asserts that defendant deliberately or recklessly gave false assurances that it would send 
invoices reflecting their alleged agreement but contains absolutely 
no facts indicating that defendant=s employee, Ms. Fedorko, knew or should have known that the 
assurances she gave were false. Thus, even viewed in the most liberal light, the pleading is not 
sufficiently specific to assert a fraud claim (CPLR 3016). Rather, as the Appellate Division 
concluded, this second count simply recasts plaintiff=s contract claim and should also be dismissed 
(Wills v. Wills, 28 N.Y.2d 645, 647, 320 N.Y.S.2d 251, 269 N.E.2d 40). Therefore, I would affirm 
the order of the Appellate Division in all respects. 
 

WACHTLER, C.J., and TITONE and BELLACOSA, JJ., concur with KAYE, J. ALEXANDER, 
J., dissents and votes to affirm in a separate opinion in which SIMONS and HANCOCK, JJ., concur. 
 

Order reversed, etc. 
 


